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Fraud in PA: Obama Got Over 99% of Vote 
at Polls Where GOP Inspectors were 
Removed; Turnout Somehow "30%" 

Above Gov't Numbers 

 

Posted by Aurelius 

 

 

Across Philadelphia, GOP poll inspectors were forcibly (and illegally) removed from polling 

locations. Audio has emerged of one incident in question. Coincidentally (or not), Mr. Obama 

received "astronomical" numbers in those very same regions, including locations where he 

received "over 99%" of the vote.  

 

Ward 4, which also had a poll watcher dressed in Obama attire, went massively for Obama. Mr. 

Obama received 99.5% of the vote, defeating Mr. Romney 9,955 to 55. 

 

 
 

Is it odd that a county that expelled GOP inspectors and had people openly campaigning for 

Obama ended with 99.5% for Obama and 9955 votes for him? It's up to you to decide. 

 



Another problem: "Voter turnout in Philadelphia was around 60 percent, according to state 

election figures." In these precincts it was well over 90% according to House Speaker Sam Smith 

of Pennsylvania. Considering all of the other "coincidences" going on, it doesn't seem kosher. 

 

Clear fraud, odd percentages, and numbers that don't add up? Congratulations on your re-

election, Mr. Obama. 

 

Update: Obama also won 99.8% of the vote in 44 Cleveland districts. In Ohio, Obama won in a 

county with 108% voter registration. 
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